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Meet Aiden

• Late Phase II (Roman-Lantzy)

• First Grade

• Team has had a lot of training in CVI and visual 
complexity

• I notice interventions are not being 
generalized throughout the day. 

• Aiden’s teachers report “inappropriate” and 
“off-task” behavior. 



Aiden: Activity 1

Location: General Education Classroom



Aiden: Activity 2

Location: Quiet Individual Workspace 



Aiden: Activity 3

Location: Quiet reading room



We will…

• Consider the daily visual experience for a 
person with typical vision. 

• Consider the daily experience for a child 
with CVI (Simulation)

• Impact on Behavior (Nee for Framework)

• Use What’s the Complexity Framework 
to Design an accessible school day for 
Aiden. 



Brushing teeth
Getting dressed

Preparing breakfast
Eating breakfast

Traveling to work



Brushing teeth; getting dressed; preparing 
breakfast; eating breakfast, traveling to 
work

My Daily Activities



Why?



A world within our visual abilities

“Society chooses to present information in a 
way that the majority of people can see clearly - 
insuring that it falls within these “normal” 
limitations, but those with reduced vision are 
not able to always see within these limits and 
the information is not accessible…” 

- Gordon Dutton



A world within our visual abilities







Simulation:
 

Poll: What would it be like to spend our day in 
a visual world that was not designed within 
our visual abilities? 



Brushing teeth; getting dressed; preparing 
breakfast; eating breakfast, traveling to 
work

My Daily Activities

Textbook passage without spacing; Where’s 
Waldo

Mazes; Counting Dots; 5 rhyming words 



             Did you give up? 





                          Impact on Behavior 

                     The Need for a Framework



Need for a Framework

Too Often…

•Teams have an inadequate understanding of visual complexity, how it 
affects their student’s vision, and how to generalize interventions 
throughout the school day. We often see Islands of Intervention. 

•Tasks are above visual abilities. 

•Environments  are too complex for the given task. 

•Too much cumulative visual complexity throughout their schedules (i.e. 
lunch, recess, math, reading consecutively). 

•Students are described as “fatiguing mid-day,” “shuts down in 
afternoon,” “most available in morning,” etc. 



Need for a Framework

The Big Three

“This constant movement, overload of visual 
information and noise all conspired to cause my 
brain to shut down even further. It was simply too 
much for me to process.”

                                              - Nicola McDowell (CVI Scotland)



Need for a Framework

We then see…
•“inappropriate behavior” (Pawletko, 145)

•“the child may be overwhelmed by the people, sights and sounds in a  
crowded environment and the resulting stress may lead to withdrawal, 
an angry outburst, or anxiety.” (Pawletko, 147)

•“May be labeled as “noncompliant” or “oppositional” when they avoid 
or refuse to do a task, when in fact they have become visually 
fatigued…and need better scheduling of activities and regular rest 
periods to optimize functioning rather than a behavioral reinforcement 
plan.”                       (Pawletko, 148)



“My bedroom had become a safe place. A place where 
I wasn’t terrorized by my visual issues, because I was in 
complete control of the environment. I had made sure 
that it was as uncluttered as possible and knew where 
everything was. It also never changed… without really 
understanding why, I had simply created an 
environment for myself where I was able to relax and 
recharge my visual brain and overall energy levels 
without fighting against the constant clutter, noise and 
unpredictability of the outside world.”

- Nicola McDowell (Blog 14, CVI Scotland) 

Need for a Framework



Nicola McDowell had designed an environment 
that was within her visual abilities. 

How much power and agency do most of our 
students have to do the same? 

Who is going to do that for our students with 
CVI? 

Need for a Framework



“I don’t go overboard with interventions because 
it’s not like someone is going to redesign the 
world for them when they graduate.” 

- classroom teacher



Why should we design an visually accessible school 
day?

•It’s the law. IDEA requires an “appropriate” education. 
•If our students cannot access the curriculum, they will not 
learn it. 

•Can we expect a child to have “appropriate” behavior when 
we have failed in providing appropriate environments and 
learning materials? 

Why re-design? 



“No one is going to re-design the world for them…” 

•When we teach a child to swim…we don’t say, “let’s abandon flotation 
devices and the shallow end because they may not always be available in the 
real world.” 

•We use them because it is what the child needs now. These accommodations 
provide him with a point of entry to the water so he can learn how to swim.

•With vision, the accommodations we put in place 
    what our students need now. If we are going to 
    expect our students to learn how to use their 
    vision in increasingly un-supported situations, 
    we must give them a point of entry into the 
    visual world.  

Why re-design? 



And…
We already do this for ourselves…



    My Workspace 



My Student’s Workspace 



  Introducing What’s the 
Complexity…



The What’s the Complexity Framework

Each student deserves: 

•Tasks that are within her visual ability 

•An good fit between the complexity level of each task 
and environment (Balanced Activities)

•An appropriate distribution of complexity throughout the 
school day (Balanced Schedule)

•Visual breaks scheduled proactively throughout school 
day



Balanced Activity

• In a balanced activity, the level of visual 
complexity in the task is a good fit for the level 
of visual complexity in the environment. 

Environment

Task



Balanced Schedule

In a balanced schedule, visual complexity is 
distributed in a mindful, intentional way that 
works best for the student. 

The goal is to reduce cumulative visual fatigue and 
keep the visual battery charged. 

                                      



What is a Visual Break? 

• A visual break is the cessation of adult-driven 
visual demands. 

• It is individualized for each student. 

• It recharges the student. 

• It is a RIGHT, not a REWARD. 

                                



When to take a Visual Break?

• Offer visual breaks during any activity in which the environment 
is highly complex or the task is at a challenging level.  (Short 
breaks every 5-10 minutes may increase student’s endurance.)

• Proactively throughout the day. 
     Schedule in 5-10 minute visual breaks  
     at regular intervals. Don’t wait for 
    visual battery to drain. 

• In areas of the schedule with high cumulative complexity.



What’s the Complexity Is: 

1. Individual Complexity Profile
 (and 2 companion guides)

 

2. Environment and Task Rating Guides

3. Full Schedule or Single Activity Recording Form





Task Bank (companion A)

CVI Characteristics from The CVI Range Assessment, Christine Roman-Lantzy



Describing the Task

Frustrational:   somewhat or completely beyond student’s current visual abilities.  
Frustrational tasks, if done at all, require a great deal of scaffolding and support from 
an adult. Doing the task without support would be “frustrational” to your student’s 
visual abilities.  

Challenging:   at the upper end of student’s visual ability. Analogous to “instructional 
level.”  Educators should expect students to perform these tasks but within the 
proper contexts and settings. 

Comfortable:   well within the student’s visual abilities. Those that are “Mastered” or 
“Independent.” Comfortable tasks still require the student to think about or act upon 
what is seen, though they do not “stretch” the person’s visual abilities. 

Low visual demands:   visual break; tasks without any external, adult-directed visual 
demands. Student’s chance to “recharge.” 



CVI Characteristics from The CVI Range Assessment, Christine Roman-Lantzy



Describing the Environment

Extreme: complexity greater than typical general education 
classroom. 

High:   complexity similar to or slightly less than that of a typical 
general education classroom. 

Moderate:   complexity far less than in typical general education 
classroom. 

Minimal:   All or most complexity eliminated. 



CVI Characteristics from The CVI Range Assessment, Christine Roman-Lantzy



The rating of a particular environment can depend on: 
▪Child’s perspective

▪ Is the visual clutter in the child’s visual field? 
▪ Is any noise in the environment perceivable to the 

child or does the child have a profound hearing 
impairment? 

▪Time of day
▪ The resource room may be highly complex due to 

sensory input when there are several children 
present, but minimally complex later when most 
other children are out of the room for other activities.  

Rating the Environment



                      Let’s help Aiden…





Math worksheet



What’s the Complexity? 



Gen ed. 
Classroom



Math in 
General 
Education 
Classroom

Environment is highly complex and task is 
challenging. To balance activity, modify the 
task so that it is at Aiden’s comfortable 
level. Use a combination of manipulatives 
and Velcro numbers on slant board using 
color and spacing to reduce complexity. 

Aiden



Comfortable





Math in 
General 
Education 
Classroom

Environment is highly complex and task is 
challenging. To balance activity, modify the 
task so that it is at Aiden’s comfortable 
level. Use a combination of manipulatives 
and Velcro numbers on slant board using 
color and spacing to reduce complexity. 

Aiden

Math 
flashcards 
in Individual 
Work space

Environment is highly complex due to 
complexity of array in the background. 
Task is challenging. To balance activity, 
reposition student’s desk so that he is 
facing a plain wall. 



Minimally Complex



Math in 
General 
Education 
Classroom

Environment is highly complex and task is 
challenging. To balance activity, modify the 
task so that it is at Aiden’s comfortable 
level. Use a combination of manipulatives 
and Velcro numbers on slant board using 
color and spacing to reduce complexity. 

Aiden

Math 
flashcards 
in resource 
room

Environment is highly complex due to 
complexity of array. Task is challenging. To 
balance activity, reposition student’s desk 
so that he is facing a plain wall. Offer 
short visual breaks throughout. 10 minute 
visual break following activity. 

Literacy 
reading 
passage in 
quiet reading 
room

Environment is minimally complex. Task is 
frustrational because there is too much text 
with too little spacing. Increase spacing 
between words and lines, and highlight every 
other word to reduce complexity.  Offer 
short visual breaks throughout. 



      Challenging



Sharing your Findings

Following a What’s the Complexity observation: 

•Complete forms

•Write a summary of findings and 
recommendations

•Meet with team to share results. 

•Use pictures and videos if possible! 



Need for a Framework 

The What’s the Complexity Framework: 

▪Helps teams generalize their understanding of visual complexity to all parts of the 
student’s school day. 

▪Ensures inclusion in the general education classroom is intentional and meaningful.

▪Gives the TVI a concrete framework for making recommendations.

▪ Provides a “common language” for discussing visual complexity

▪Gives teams a tool they can use in between visits from the TVI

▪Brings the team to the table for a more in-depth discussion of visual complexity. IT 
GETS THE TEAMS’ ATTENTION. 



“Gives the ship a rudder”



Find What’s the Complexity Framework in 
Cortical Visual Impairment: Advanced Principles  APH Press


